BIN MAPS - SAMPLES

In order to build a sustainable recycling program, it is useful to document success in one year to ensure that it can be repeated in future years with minimum effort. With this in mind, KAB and fair staff record bin locations on the fair map. These maps are also useful for volunteers or other staff members utilizing the Bin Performance Tracking Worksheet who may not know where bins are located. See these Indiana Map of Bins and Arlington Map of Bins for examples of what a bin map may look like. Locations of the recycling bins have are numbered in red.

*Scroll to view samples*
Arlington County Fair

**Indoor Vendors & Stage**
- Competitive Exhibits
- Pony Rides
- Racing Piglets
- Permit Parking: Purple

**Outdoor Activities**
- Sports Programming
- Outdoor Stage
- Outdoor Movies
- Monster Mural
- Opening Ceremonies
- Inflatable Games
- Volleyball
- YMCA of Arlington
- DC United
- Harlem Wizards
- Kids' Court
- Lacrosse
- Lawn Games
- Volleyball
- Indoor Activities
- Indoor Vendors & Stage
- Indoor Entrance

**Parking**
- No public parking, except in disability lot with proper documentation.

**Shuttle Drop-off/Pick-up**

**Permit Parking**
- Indoor: Orange
- Outdoor: Green
- Disability Parking: Plates/Placard Required